The paper deals with the application of the identifiability criteria to mean-value models of turbocharged IC engines. A way of reducing such models to linear regressions using differential-algebraic tools is presented. The conditions of the global identifiability and the persistent excitation are formulated explicitly for a given set of sensors. It is accompanied with an iterative technique of the sensor set reduction. The software tools required are outlined and their complexity is discussed.
While conservation laws of dynamics are normally represented by bilinear differential-algebraic equations in its most general form, the statical physical and chemical relationships usually contain products of many variables.The relationships justified physically have a natural number of parameters which can be additionally reduced by mathematical methods using the engineering knowledge. The unknown static relationships are usually sought as formal mathematical expressions. The formal structures rarely correspond to the nature of a phenomenon considered and can lead to overparameterization. As far as the set of parameters is specified, the question of its identifiability [l] arises.
Structural identifiability and choice of sensors
The theoretical aspects of structural identifiability for differential-algebraic models are given in [l] . Structural identifiability depends on the sets of sensors, parameters and inputs.
The common problem faced by manufacturers is how to reduce the number of sensors in a serial production unit without significant decrease in quality of the control system. Since most modern control systems are model-based, the question of identifiability of model parameters is the question of our relying upon the given model structure and, hence, upon the control system in principle, foregoing identification itself. 0-7803-5250-5/99/$10.00 0 1999 IEEE
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In theory, if we are unlimited in the choice of sensors, most model structures will be identifiable. In practice, the set of measurements is very limited, especially on serial production units. Typically, various parts of the model are used as open loop estimation algorithms in the control strategy. During the control strategy calibration phase, the calibrator is, indeed, limited by the choice of sensors used in production comparing to the set used in the lab. Hence, the problem what minimal set of sensors should be used to identify a given model structure is an important one.
Thus, if one is faced by the problem of getting rid of the sensor measuring a variable z(t) needed to estimate an important parameter a, one has to find a source of additional information. It can be obtained from other measurements and model equations linking these measurements and their derivatives. An additional information source, common for all applications, is the prior knowledge. It often happens that one can know the range for a given parameter or its sign in advance. Given these sources specified, a test can be performed whether the parameter a is identifiable. If the answer is negative then one has to add one sensor, if positive then one can try to get rid of one of them and run the test again. In such an iterative way we will end up with the minimal set of sensors needed for a given model parameterization.
It turns out that this test can be carried out by differential-algebraic tools. It was shown in [l] that for the models described by differential-algebraic equations (DAE) there exists an explicit algorithm to test whether model free parameters can be uniquely recovered from the data. The algorithm does not use numeric data at all and, loosely speaking, reduces the identifiability problem to the following: whether the given model structure can be rearranged as a linear regression with respect to each parameter. The extensions of the algorithm have been developed in [2] taking into account the prior knowledge about the system, which can be written in the form of inequalities. Thus, the theoretical problem has been solved in an algorithmic form. The question left is the computational complexity of Ritt's algorithm which is the base of the technique [9] . In the paper given, the practical aspects of the application of this algorithm to engine mean-value models are investigated. On the other hand, the first principles, used for the engine modeling, are originally of DAE type: the conservation of energy and mass, the gas dynamic relationships, etc. Thus, the non-algebraic constructions are apparently introduced by model developers trying to rearrange equations in a simpler form eliminating the variables. In terms of identification such simplification is not always desirable and the DAE form of the model is often preferable.
Differential algebra deals with systems described by polynomial equations f(z,y,u) = 0 in which derivatives of variables are also admitted [9] .
The differential algebra methods allow to determine the characteristic set of a DAE system which inherits the main properties of the original system and in most cases contains input-output relationships. There exists an algorithm, named Ritt's algorithm, constructing such a characteristic set and obtaining an input-output re- 
Engine model parameterization
In the paper given, a basically configurated turbocharged engine is considered. For simplicity the submodels of fuel dynamics, combustion, intercooler and EGR system are not considered. The main modeling sources used are [6, 71. In this section the list of modeling equations is given. The more detailed description of the model is in [12].
Turbocharger
The dynamics of the turbocharger shaft is described by the energy conservation law:
where qm is the turbine mechanical efficiency and Nt, is the shaft speed. The power Pt(t) generated by turbine and the power Pc(t) consumed by compressor can be derived from the steady form of the energy conservation:
The outlet temperature and the pressure in the turbocharger are assumed equal to the ambient constants Tamb, Pamb; Tem,pem stand for the exhaust manifold temperature and pressure; Tc,pc are the compressor outlet temperature and pressure; wc,wt are the mass flow rates through the compressor and the turbine, respectively. The compressor and turbine isentropic efficiencies qc, qt are usually introduced by the relationships:
The turbine efficiency is assumed constant and the compressor efficiency is assumed to be the polynomial:
There are many other functional forms studied in the literature. as an'example in this paper. Denote by a,, the parameter set of this polynomial.
The turbine mass air flow can be modeled with use of the orifice equation in quasi-isentropic conditions [12] :
where At is the turbine orifice effective area which is assumed constant. No chocked or reversal flow is admitted during the experiments. The general set of parameters which is subject to identification for the turbocharger is given as follows:
Air Throttle
The air throttle mass flow rate is modeled as an isentropic flow through the orifice (q = 1).
where Pim,Tim are the pressure and the temperature in the intake manifold. It is also assumed that reversal and chocked flows are not admitted.
The effective flow area Aat(t) can be modeled by the following equation [6, 51:
The parameters ai has a technical meaning and, hence, the prior knowledge can be formulated as a set of in-
The set of throttle parameters is summarized as:
Manifolds
One of the ways to model the manifolds dynamics is to apply the mass conservation principle in conjunction with the ideal gas law
pim(t) = -RTim(t)
Km
The mass air flow Whe to the combustion chamber is modeled by the follomng equation:
where the function q,,l(t) is called the volumetric efficiency, v b e is the cylinder displacement volume. The volumetric efficiency assumed to be a polynomial [6] with the parameter set aqYol :
Basic Engine
The dynamics of the engine shaft can be described using the energy conservation law: where Pp,,, is the part dependent on the intake pressure. The set of parameters in this relationship is denoted by a%, and uppim, respectively. 
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The equation system described in this section will be denoted E in the rest of the paper. . It will allow to bypass the local minima problem usually arising in the non-convex optimization.
Assume the ideal situation when we have a full set of measurements:
The general set of parameters P is summarized as:
The prior knowledge Z is summarized as: (3)-(9) . The parameters are to be computed recursively.
To represent the basic engine subsystem in compact regression form we make the additional assumptions that the loss power &,,(t) and the intake pressure dependent term denoted by Pp,, ( t ) in the expression (18) are estimated in advance and, hence, are known functions. Since they depend on the variables from Mid one can attach them to this set as additional measurements. and differential equation will appear. Apply Ritt's algorithm to this DAE system specifymg the next inputs for elimination: z ( t ) , Ebe(t), Pb,(t). The resulting relationship does not contain the parameter azo. That means that this parameter is not identifiable in this DAE form. However, it can be recovered from the original non-algebraic equation. Again, similar to air throttle model, we have the cascade construction of linear regressions. eim&yt) + e&m4&m(t) (27) where,Oim = Vim,
= a30, Ofm = Vem, @gm = At.
Identifiability criteria
This section deals with the criteria of identifiability for the model parameterization (3) generally not resolvable uniquely with respect to Pat but with the additional knowledge I,t it is. The basic engine subsystem has also a unique solution. The result follows.
Let us consider a situation when a sensor of turbocharger speed is not available. Assume that we have some prior knowledge about the compressor map (8) and it is as limited as: Itc = {ag = a$,ag = 0). The rest of the coefficients of the compressor map are not fixed. which is uniquely resolvable with respect to the original parameters if we know the sign of a5 and there is no other equation in the full system resolvable with respect to a5 without this knowledge. Referring to the section 4 the result follows.
In the text above the identifiability was treated in the structural sense without regarding the data trajectories. The formulation of persistent excitation conditions is straightforward according to the Section 4. We present these conditions explicitly for the air throttle model.
Proposition 7.3
The persistent excitation condition for the air throttle model (10)-(11) is as follows:
for the given input trajectories of the throttle angle a ( t ) , theload7i0,
d(t) and thefuelmassAowratewf(t).
It is clear that these conditions are always satisfied if the throttle angle changes monotonically.
Software issues and computational complexity
In the work presented three programming packages for Maple computer algebra system were used. The basic program package is Ritt's algorithm implementation by [9] and its modification [4].
The main program rittio works in the following way:
where E is the list of modeling equations, Y is the list of ordered desirable variables, usually inputs, outputs and parameters, X is the list of undesirable variables which are subject to elimination. If one specifies parameters as functions of time then the algorithm produces the complete characteristic set of a given DAE system. It requires many computations and at this time its computational limit is up to 10 time-dependent variables. If one specifies parameters as time-independent variables then the algorithm produces just input-output relationships. The computational limit increases significantly.
The second package is the convertor [4] from ODE to DAE systems. Its main program has two inputs:
> o&e2ade(L1 t ) the list of arbitrary ODE equations L and independent variable t. It produces its differential-algebraic equivalent of minimal degree, automatically augmenting new variables if necessary.
The third package is the library of symbolic objects for modeling of internal combustion engines. This library, presented in [8], stores the basic structures usually used in modeling of internal combustion engines as black boxes. For example, the throttle symbolic model can be obtain by one line:
> mi fice(inputs, outputs,purameters)
with the specification of variables and/or subscripts involved. These procedures are generated by the other procedures, containing the derivation of this model from the first principles. The first principles are also considered as black boxes in this library. Thus, some changes in the underlying physical assumptions automatically result in the modified model of a subsystem.
Additionally, we used the Grobner bases package included in the standard Maple set up.
The combination of these programs allows one to automate creatively the engine modeling process.
